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Unstoppable Baby Crying: Is it Only Gas Pain or not?
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ABSTRACT
Hair-thread tourniquet syndrome (HTTS) is a rare but well-documented clinical condition results in significant injury as hair or thread wraps around a digit, causes tissue swelling, pain, or possible tissue ischemia. If
untreated, HTTS may result in serious events, such as amputation of the organ. In this case report, we aimed
to raise awareness that the hair-thread tourniquet syndrome is a clinical situation that can be easily misinterpreted as gas colic especially by family physicians, pediatricians and emergency physicians to whom families
first applied.
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The hair-thread tourniquet syndrome (HTTS) is a clinical condition that occurs as a result of
the circulation disturbance of the appendages, such as hands, toes, clitoris, penis, or ears
caused by hair strands or yarn and especially seen in infants.[1–3] This clinical situation, which
entered the literature very early, is rare.[4] The uneasiness situation and unstoppable baby crying are evaluated as simple gas pain at the beginning, and this can easily be overlooked with
unnecessary treatments and cannot be recognized earlier.
In this case report, we aimed to draw attention that the HTTS is a clinical situation that may
be easily misinterpreted as gas colic especially by family physicians, pediatricians and emergency physicians to whom families first applied for.

CASE REPORT
A 10-month-old male baby was brought up by his relatives with serious anxiety and unstoppable crying. Complaints continued for three days and especially on the last day, the crying
and restlessness of the patient increased. No significant indication was found in the physical
examination of the patient who applied to the children's clinic and symptomatic treatment
was started by saying that it might be gas colic, but the complaints of the patient were not
reduced. Thus, the patient applied to our emergency department. Physical examination of
the patient revealed hyperemia and marked edema at the middle phalanx level of the fifth
finger of the right foot and purulent drainage in the surrounding tissues was detected (Fig. 1
a, b). When the patient's fingers were examined carefully, a hair-thread was seen that formed
a tourniquet effect. The hair was carefully removed with the help of the scalpel (Fig. 2). The patient was prescribed with a prophylactic antibiotic and was referred to the orthopedic clinic
for neurovascular follow-up. Neurovascular observations were performed for two days by the
orthopedist. There was no neurovascular complication in the patient. The patient was discharged with recommendations.
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picture is well known. However, it is very important not to
miss HTTS because long-term HTTS may result in necrosis.
[7]
The treatment of HTTS is the removal of the strangulating
hair or thread. In the treatment, early diagnosis is important because treatment may be difficult if extensive local
swelling has already occurred. Also, a surgical incision is
often required.[7]

CONCLUSION
Figure 1 (a, b). Strangulation of the fifth finger: hyperemia and marked
edema at the middle phalanx level of the fifth finger of the right foot and
purulent drainage in the surrounding tissue.

Early diagnosis and treatment of HTTS are very important
to prevent the occurrence of unwanted events, such as amputation of the organ. The physical examination by removal of the baby's entire clothes will allow the early detection
of foreign bodies that cannot be noticed by the eye.
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